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The structure of and recent transformations in science affect the structure of the academic field, and ulti-

mately the actors themselves: Today, academics often experience pressure, stress, and emotional discomfort.

In this contribution, we show how emotions such as fear and concern may arise in reaction to the contempo-

rary conditions of academic life, and how these emotions can operate as elements of the hierarchies between

human actors (scientists) and institutional actors (universities). Using qualitative interview data with schol-

ars from the United States, we illustrate how fear structures the actors’ social practices—and how fear is

thereby translated into the positional structure of the academic field. We discuss two sets of relations—intra-

and inter-institutional—that entail structuring mechanisms. We thus attest how fear as an individual trait and

social characteristic becomes part of the (re-)production of the fields’ hierarchy.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, science has been ascribed the function of enlightening society and
enabling societal progress. The ideal image of science is that of a sphere sustained by
rational practices and communications committed to truth. In recent times, this
image has become even more pronounced, with the public perception of scientists as
experts who counteract “fake news” and “alternative facts” with rationality and
facts. While this description as a normative ideal (see already Merton 1942) certainly
has its value, the question arises as to what extent rationality actually shapes every-
day scientific life, and what role seemingly extra-scientific aspects such as emotions
play for the structures and dynamics of science.

The dimension of emotions is of particular relevance for contemporary
science, which has, in recent decades, undergone significant structural and cultural
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transformations induced by external fields such as the economy and politics. The
term “academic capitalism” (M€unch 2014; Slaughter and Rhoades 2004) is an over-
arching critical concept referring to the far-reaching changes science and scientists
have been experiencing in this transformative process. These changes entail
decreased autonomy of scientific practice, metrification (M€unch 2015; Wilsdon et al.
2015), intensified competition (M€unch 2016), a culture of competitive accountability
(Watermeyer 2019), rising inequalities (M€unch 2014), and the transformation of
research paradigms (Kempner 2020; M€unch 2016; Smith 2010).

Several authors suggest that these structural developments have major conse-
quences for the communication and relations between scientists (Espeland and Sau-
der 2016:177), for scientific practice (Holland et al. 2016; Holtz et al. 2017), and
ultimately for the realm of scholars’ emotions and affects (Chubb et al. 2017).
Recently, initiatives such as the one from the Wellcome foundation in the UK have
emerged that seek to actively improve this personal and emotional dimension of a
deteriorating research culture (Moran et al. 2020).

In particular, research provides us with evidence that a growing number of
scholars are confronted with uncertainty, risks, stress, worries, and various anxieties
(Berg et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2018; Mulligan and Danaher 2021; Oancea 2014:91;
Peake and Mullings 2016; Woolston 2020). Ever more researchers are tackling the
impact of science’s ongoing transformation in the realm of fear, whether by way of
empirical investigation (Mart�ınez-Nicol�as and Garc�ıa-Gir�on 2021; Weinstein
et al. 2019) or by sharing personal stories about the anxieties they experience
(Gill 2016; e.g., Brunila and Valero 2018). Publications in higher education and
related fields are increasingly concerned with how structures in academia reinforce
emotions and affects (e.g., see Clegg 2013; Hermanowicz 2009; Mulcahy and Marti-
nussen 2022; Naidoo 2018); with the challenges scientists experience with regard to
their well-being (Sabagh et al. 2022; Tytherleigh et al. 2005;Wray andKinman 2021);
and with the frequently deleterious emotional consequences of these circumstances
(Chubb et al. 2017; Watermeyer 2019)—developments which, overall, can “erode the
quality of science” (Cardew 2020). The phenomena described here run the gamut
between subjective manifestations such as diffuse perceptions of a threat to one’s
work–life balance (Lashuel 2020) to very concrete phenomena involving the deterio-
ration of physical and mental health (Cho and Hayter 2020).

While research has developed a differentiated account of emotions in higher
education (Beard et al. 2007) and science (Bloch 2012; Chubb et al. 2017; Nai-
doo 2018), fears have enjoyed a less nuanced research perspective. Most importantly,
little is known about how subjective emanations of fear are systematically connected
with the stratification of science—that is, how the recent transformations of the sci-
entific field may impact different scientists’ emotions and affects in different ways,
and how this may induce practices that contribute to the stratification of science.
Remarkably, while the sociology of fear has proliferated in recent years, making
important contributions to the study, for example, of the interplay between fear and
related concepts such as concerns, anxieties, and worries, of the rhetoric and politics
of fear with regard to minority discrimination (Ahmed 2014), of the rise of right-
wing populism (Wodak 2015), or of social control in the “war on terror”
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(Altheide 2009), scientists interested in the sociology of fear had been peculiarly
silent for a long time regarding their own academic lifeworld.

In this article, we join this debate by connecting insights from the sociology of
fear—as it continues to grow in relevance—to this increasingly important discourse
in higher education. In particular, we draw on reflections on the social conditioning
and structuring power of fear to provide a sociological view of a powerful emotion
in the current situation of modern science. We will investigate how fears, concerns,
and the perception of risks are intertwined with the ongoing transformation of
science, that is, how they are produced by the scientific system and contribute to its
stratified structure. For our theoretical conceptualization, we draw on habitus-field
theory, which has proven useful in the context of both the sociology of science
(Hamann 2018; Mendoza et al. 2012; M€unch 2014) and the sociology of fear. Based
on a view of scientific fields which are structured by both objective conditions and
subjective dispositions, we investigate how the stratification of science and fear in its
different manifestations are interrelated. We use US academia as an exemplary case,
for academic capitalism is highly advanced and indeed still evolving in the United
States (Finkelstein et al. 2016:10); this allows us to reconstruct the ongoing interplay
between the structural and subjective aspects of academic life. Drawing on the Uni-
ted States serves as a revealing study, for its conditions and stark stratification can
be interpreted as a kind of future model for the development of scientific disciplines
in other countries (e.g., the spread of “ranking mania”; Davies and Zarifa 2012:145).
Employing a qualitative approach, we will assess how fear manifests itself in the for-
mal hierarchy within universities, and examine the role which anxieties play in the
relations between hierarchically ordered universities. In doing so, we put a particular
emphasis on midranking institutions, which—despite being widely considered to be
the most affected by academic capitalism (Gonzales et al. 2014; O’Meara 2007)—
have to date been neglected. Based on an iterative-abductive approach, we will ana-
lyze interviews conducted with 42 scholars from different hierarchical levels within
their universities and from seven universities with different positions in the scientific
field. In doing so, we will develop an empirically grounded theoretical view of the
role that fear and related emotions can play for the hierarchical structuration within
and across universities, and thus for contemporary, institutionalized academic fields
in Western countries.

ACADEMIC FIELD, HABITUS, AND FEAR

To theoretically grasp the role of fear and its related concepts in academic prac-
tice and the hierarchical structure of academia, we draw on Bourdieu’s theoretical
framework. The concepts developed by Bourdieu are well suited to addressing issues
related to the sociology of science (cp. Mendoza et al. 2012; M€unch 2014) and uni-
versities (Baier and Schmitz 2019; Scherer 2020), and to dealing with the issue of fear
as a phenomenon involved in societal stratification. From this perspective, a scien-
tific discipline can be understood as a specific field with its own culture but also with
different, often opposing positions taken by institutional and human actors. From a
field-theoretical perspective, scientific disciplines are considered relatively autono-
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mous spheres that are structured not only by “inner-scientific” (theoretical, method-
ological, etc.) relations, but also by “extra-scientific” factors (cp. Bourdieu 2004:45).
The latter include both direct and highly mediated social (institutional, resource-
related, etc.) mechanisms in the field, as well as the social conditions of other fields
affecting science (e.g., political, economic fields, etc., but also other scientific fields).
Thus, “non-scientific” aspects such as economic and institutional resources are seen
as contributing constitutively to the structure of any scientific field, which is why a
major emphasis is put on the different ways different scientific fields are affected by
external influences such as economy or politics. As a result of these different mecha-
nisms and influences, scientific fields take a hierarchical form, with resources of dif-
ferent kinds monopolized by a few scientists and universities.

Another strength of the field-theoretical perspective lies in the fact that it brings
to the fore the interplay between the structures of a field and the dispositional
structures of the actors. The concept of habitus, which describes inert yet malleable
and adaptable structures of practice, perception, and feeling, allows us to examine
how social and institutional structures are interrelated with emotions such as fears
(cp. Bourdieu 2000).5 In the context of scientific fields, Bourdieu (2000:65) argues
that “desires, needs and passions” are sometimes more relevant to the processes of
the field than “the force of arguments.” More specifically, authors such as Dev-
ereux (1967) or Gengnagel and Schmitz (2018) argue that science (like any field)
has always been structured by fear, and some authors emphasize the increased
relevance of fear and related concepts for contemporary science (Espeland 2016;
M€uller 2014).

The link between social and institutional structures and emotions such as fear is
a major aspect of field theory, with its focus on societal domination. With the con-
cept of symbolic domination, another important field-theoretical concept, this per-
spective sheds light on the ways how the dominated actors’ perceptual categories
and feelings are subtly, yet powerfully influenced, and also how the underlying
power relations are simultaneously naturalized and subjectivized. Symbolic domina-
tion essentially rests on seemingly personal sensations such as “shame, timidity, and
anxiety” or “guilt” (Bourdieu 2000:169). In fact, symbolic relations of domination
often do take the form of anxieties (Bourdieu 2001), with fear as an important
social mechanism of inscribing the “sense of one’s place” into the agent (Bour-
dieu 1985:728), that is, structuring and refiguring his or her habitus. Fear as a power-
ful emotion that motivates and inhibits practices can be significantly involved in the
production and reproduction and legitimization of social stratification: It often
appears as “natural” characteristic of a subject, thus obscuring the underlying social
preconditions of anxiety. It is important to note here that this does not mean that
fear manifests in a uniform way (in the same forms or with the same content), or that
all actors reflect and verbalize their fears in the same way. Rather, the effects of sym-
bolic domination can appear in very different, habitus-specific ways, such as extreme
fears, subtle concerns, rational calculations of risks, anxieties as stable personality

5 In the general context of the definition of a field, Bourdieu states that not only “hope” but also “fear,
associated with objective and subjective uncertainty as to the outcome of the game, are the preconditions
for commitment to the game” (Bourdieu 2000:238).
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traits, pathological phobias, etc. Likewise, such emotions differ regarding the objects
of fear (such as social fears, evaluation anxiety).

In recent decades, external relations and internal relationships in the sciences
have transformed considerably, a circumstance that draws attention with new
urgency to the “extra-scientific” influences that form and transform contemporary
academia and thus affect scholars themselves. These changes have been accounted by
what is known as “academic capitalism” (M€unch 2014; Slaughter andRhoades 2004),
a concept that critically reflects the intrusion of economic logics into the academic
field. Overall, academic capitalism has altered the academic field in six ways.

First, with the advent of New Public Management the scientific field experi-
enced decreasing autonomy. Whereas universities were mostly under the influence of
faculty in the 1970s, in recent decades they have become increasingly controlled by
administrators (Ginsberg 2011) who engage “in ‘new managerialism’ by implement-
ing change from the top down” (Tuchman 2009:11), which, in effect, undercuts fac-
ulty members’ authority and affects scientific practices on the “macro” level. A
significant element of this increased influence is, second, metrification (M€unch 2015;
Wilsdon et al. 2015). Research is no longer oriented solely toward knowledge pro-
duction; instead, publications and citations become output indicators that measure
productivity (on the “meso” level, a university’s or department’s productivity; on the
“micro” level, an individual scholar’s), reflected in ranking positions (Altbach 2006;
Hazelkorn 2011; Marginson and van der Wende 2007; Yudkevich et al. 2016). Third,
through this process, scholars’ habitus has become conditioned to achieving numeri-
cally measurable productivity (M€unch 2014:3), further intensifying the already fierce
competition among departments and scholars who increasingly compete for such
indicators. Especially the increased visibility of other scientists within the metric ref-
erence system makes it difficult for many to escape the harsh evaluation imperatives
of the field. Fourth, this culture of competitive accountability (Watermeyer 2019), in
which values and self-understanding are linked to output measures (Ball 2021:15),
exacerbate the already stark material and symbolic inequalities in US academia.
Although these inequalities have always been present, visible in the small number of
highly prestigious universities with extensive assets alongside and a larger number of
institutions with far fewer resources, fifth, this new culture has led to even higher
degrees of stratification (Davies and Zarifa 2012; M€unch 2014) at the “macro” level.
Sixth, academic capitalism also challenges research paradigms; for instance, innova-
tive ideas are inhibited by considerations of policy (M€unch 2016; Smith 2010), feed-
ing further into the loss of autonomy at the “macro” level. These effects, together
with the continual increase in contingent faculty, and the internationalization and
“projectification” of science, have led to the progressive transformation of academic
working conditions, making them more and more precarious.

These developments, admittedly, do not make fear an entirely new phenomenon
in the scientific field: Social origin shapes an actor’s habitus and their emotional and
affective states, and by adapting to the scientific field the internalization of field-
specific interests (such as accepting the legitimacy of symbolic hierarchies) can also
take the form of fears (cp. Gengnagel and Schmitz 2018). However, the conditions of
the field and the extent of field-specific competition, as well as the question of the
extent to which success in science is a factor in determining inner-scientific identity and
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extra-scientific material existence, can—depending on one’s position in the field—in-
crease and intensify anxiety. In the context of an ever-changing academic field, some
authors describe the increasing prevalence of objective risks as well as subjective reac-
tions such as worries, fearful dispositions, or practices of avoidance (cp. Berg
et al. 2016; Chubb et al. 2017; Holland et al. 2016). For instance, in their work on
“engines of anxiety”, Espeland and Sauder (2016) give striking examples of the effects
of metrification. The authors show how rankings can produce anxieties for administra-
tors, for whom external measurements can become a constant threat, and who can
exhibit severe emotional responses (such as distress) when their institution falls in the
rankings. These developments lead to increasing pressures that are not without conse-
quences for scholars, who are more and more subject to evaluations—to ranking and
scoring regimes restricting their degrees of freedom and affecting their working condi-
tions and, ultimately, their emotions (Weinstein et al. 2019:60). The culture of competi-
tive accountability is now inscribed in the researchers’ habitus, inducing scholars’ fears
(Watermeyer 2019) and creating a kind of “neoliberal academic subject” (Ball 2021:15).
However, while fear is usually understood as an effect resulting from the reconfigura-
tions of the scientific field (Chubb et al. 2017), habitus field theory also allows us to
understand fears as “affective” (Loveday 2018:10), that is, as a component of the
mechanisms of hierarchization itself, since differences in the experience of fears can
retranslate into the structural hierarchy.

DATA ANDMETHODOLOGY

As a methodological strategy, we employ a qualitative research design that
includes interviews with narrative components. This will enable us to grasp how
actors from different positions perceive science’s structural preconditions in connec-
tion to their own subjective experiences, and to reconstruct their accounts of how
fear (and its related concepts) and the (changing) structure of the field manifest in
their colleagues, superiors, subordinates, and the administration. We conducted
interviews with 42 scholars, applying a semi-structured design with story prompts
that included the use of an interview guide, which mainly involved questions on per-
ceptions of competition and changes in academia. Fears, risks, concerns, and seman-
tically similar terms, in contrast, were deliberately not a part of the guideline, as not
directly addressing such emotions allows us to reveal the respondents’ own themati-
zation of fears and related concepts. In the introductory part of the interview, the
scholars were invited to describe their academic trajectories and their motivation for
an academic career. Depending on the interviewees’ career stage, their past experi-
ences were discussed by focusing on perceived changes in the field. This included per-
ceived competition within their discipline, and the distribution of and competition
for third-party funding. Furthermore, the interviewees’ perceptions of rankings and
prestige differences were a subject of reflection. The academic job market situation
was also discussed and, additionally, PhD students were asked about their future
goals and perspectives within academia. We also put a particular emphasis on the
subjective experience of these conditions, such as how much the interviewees address
the issue of pressure in academia.
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We included several academic career stages to capture different perspectives
based on experience: 16 PhD students, 2 post-docs, and 24 professors were inter-
viewed. Of the 24 professors, 6 hold an assistant professor position, 4 are associate
professors, and 14 are full professors. Four of these full professors hold emeritus sta-
tus but are still active at their university. Although scholars were only interviewed
once, the research design allows us to cover a diachronic perspective as different
cohorts and retrospective interview elements were included. To account for different
institutions’ hierarchical positions, we selected 12 departments from seven different
PhD-granting US universities.6 The interviewees’ affiliation was classified, via their
disciplinary ranking position in the US News and World Report, into three groups:
The top 10% of ranked departments, mid-tier departments (the following 20%), and
those ranked below the top 30%. We selected a tripartite classification in order to go
beyond a typical elite versus non-elite differentiation, thus capturing those institu-
tions that are located “in-between” (Beyer 2021), also framed as “striving” institu-
tions (Gonzales et al. 2014; O’Meara 2007), meaning that they are likely to be
“actively engaged in organizational behaviors to fulfill their aspirations of greater
prestige” (O’Meara 2007:124f). By covering three different hierarchical types of uni-
versities, our data are not restricted to subjectively perceived fears alone; we can also
connect the scholars’ subjective emotions to their positions within the (academic)
structure and thereby identify possible interrelations between subjective and struc-
tural moments. This also includes the perceived connections between the scholars’
positions and the (academic) structure, and thus how their practices are affected by
and affect the fields’ structure.

In our analysis, we do not treat fear, worries, or concerns as synonymous, but
rather focus on a broader semantic field of related terms in order to provide a differ-
entiated framework that includes the variety of emotional and practical manifesta-
tions that arise from subjectively perceived and/or objectively given threats. Thus,
instead of defining such terms a priori, we will generate a systematic differentiation
as derived from the engagement with our data.

For our interpretative analysis, the interviews were transcribed verbatim, anon-
ymized, and analyzed following an iterative-abductive approach (Timmermans and
Tavory 2012) that aligns well with the premises of grounded theory (Strauss and
Corbin 1990). We identified all cases in which fears and related synonyms were
expressed in any form, ranging from manifestly expressed emotional distress to—
based on our interpretation—subtly articulated emotional distress. Importantly, we
also noted whenever no such categories were addressed by respondents who were in
similar situations. We then systematically compared, within and between the differ-
ent institution types, the ways in which fears were expressed latently, manifestly, or
not at all. Overall, on this data basis, we will develop an empirically grounded theo-
retical view of the role that fear plays in hierarchical structures within and across
universities.

6 In order to carve out more general mechanisms, we investigated two different scientific fields, namely
sociology and chemistry, which represent two very different scientific cultures.
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EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

Hierarchical Positions and Academic Cultures of Fear

Overall, we discovered narratives that attest to the close entanglements between
the dramatic transformations which the scientific field is undergoing and the emo-
tions and affects scientists experience. Importantly, we found narratives indicating
growing pressure, insecurity, and emotional distress throughout a field widely
shaped by academic capitalism in terms of decreased autonomy of scientific practice,
metrification, intensified competition, a culture of competitive accountability, rising
inequalities, and the transformation of research paradigms. Yet, as we shall illus-
trate, depending on the respective positions within and between the universities’ hier-
archies, actors do express such emotions in different forms and to different extents.
In the following, we depict the link between structural positions and fears, concerns,
and worries for each of the three university types as constructed from their hierarchi-
cal position in the field. We will then assess how the institutions and their internal
conditions relate to each other and, in doing so, how fear in its different forms is
involved in the production and reproduction of the hierarchical structure of the aca-
demic field.

TheMiddle Position: The In-Betweeners

In universities located in the middle of the field, we systematically find narra-
tives indicating how the effects of academic capitalism mentioned above have consid-
erably transformed these institutions and their scholars. This particular structural
position and situation might imply an especially high potential for emotions and
affects that are experienced in the realm of fears, worries, or concerns.

Due to the growing importance of third-party funding and the relevance of
rankings as a consequence of the economization of the academic field, the adminis-
trations of these striving institutions often want “to transform [their] university into
an upper ranked school,” as one respondent puts it. Specific narratives detail the
ways in which administrations compare their universities with competing institu-
tions, especially by inspecting rankings. While developing and implementing strate-
gies, they repeatedly perceive risks, such as not being able to get their university to
rise up the ranks—or, even worse, of falling in the rankings. With the intention of
minimizing such risks, they regularly communicate to faculty that—taking one speci-
fic response here as indicative of the general impression of the situation at midrank-
ing institutions—everyone just needs “to push harder and we’ll be up there,” which
manifests in constant requests for higher publication output and the acquisition of
additional third-party funding.

These recurring requests stemming from the increasing competition among
departments and the underlying metrification affect the professors’ practices and
perceptions to a considerable extent; that is, to the extent that the issue of ranking
(at the institutional or departmental level) is embraced and taken seriously. Again
using quotes from one specific but exemplary institution to illustrate the situation at
midranking universities: The issue of “staying the same or continuingly declining in

490 Beyer and Schmitz
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rank” is expressed by one respondent as a growing concern at their specific univer-
sity. These interviewees also perceive the effects of growing material inequalities and
describe funding shortages as “a big issue in the university,” specifically that their
departments are not able to “afford all these graduate students, or to hire new peo-
ple.” These financial stressors are described by one respondent—the sentiment is
echoed by others—as having led to “big pressures” to apply for external grants.
Moreover, PhD students observe how their professors are forced to increasingly
comply with the administration’s requests to apply for more external funding and
thereby being curtailed in their autonomy, for instance when needing to modify their
research toward what is fundable. Another in-betweener respondent, a PhD student,
reports that their professors seem to be worried about fulfilling publication output
numbers—they tell their doctoral students to “publish, publish, publish,” ideally in
“the top journals” as otherwise it “does not count.”

This concern regarding rankings and rating lists induces in-betweeners not only
to employ strategies of quantitative expansion of publication, thereby complying
with the culture of metrification, but also to include specific qualitative alignments in
their work. They often seem to tailor their research according to two conflicting per-
ceived expectation norms. On the one hand, one PhD student observes at his depart-
ment that “it definitely comes down to having a look at adjustments and figuring out
what is really going to get funded” by external funding agencies; it is thus better to
“choose a topic that other people think is relevant,” one that is “really popular.” On
the other hand, another PhD student reports that professors usually advise their stu-
dents to focus on what is widely considered to be contemporary, state of the art
research; to frame their topics and model their research as elite university researchers
do, using this as a blueprint for their own work. It is exactly these two conflicting ori-
entations that result in the inability to pursue genuinely innovative topics and meth-
ods—that is, of research that is not yet established. This lack of innovative topics
feeds into the professors’ concerns of not being able to move up in the rankings.
Here, we see academic capitalism taking effect in the form of researchers’ decreased
autonomy, pursuing less their own, original research interests but instead increas-
ingly adapting to the external logics of others. These “decisions” simultaneously give
rise to a transformation of the overall field’s paradigmatic structure, which thus
increasingly shifts toward field external or elite norms of research.

While heteronomization, processes of metrification, rising inequalities, and the
need to adapt to current research paradigms produce certain concerns among profes-
sors, PhD students recurrently describe their experience of the situation at their
middle-positioned university as one of extreme pressure. Whereas in past years their
departments had provided them with secure funding, they report that this situation
has changed drastically during their time in academia. An advanced 6-year doctoral
student describes how her department “really did push that on us too” and told them
both that it “cannot guarantee funding for graduate students” and that they them-
selves should keep their “eyes out for grants.” These pressures induced by rising
material inequalities affect the personal situation and practice of young scientists,
most notably their perceptions and attitudes toward their future. PhD students from
mid-tier universities are exposed to two opposing pressures, which they characterize
as “conflicting logics”: They describe being “pushed very, very firmly to get publica-
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tions” by faculty while reporting being encouraged to finish their degree in half of
the time that previous cohorts used to take. This pressure makes them, as they state,
“work faster”; they fear they might lose their jobs if they fail to fulfill these criteria.
One respondent even felt like they were sitting “on pins and needles” every year hop-
ing for the department to source financing that secures the continuation of their
graduate funding. They report a lack of security, which also affects them in the here
and now, and, overall, they paint a picture of a rather precarious generation of aca-
demics, directed by their supervisors to behave as they are supposed to do as they
“may need it [external funding] to survive.”

Rankings that play a major role at the level of administration and professors
also have an effect on students by simultaneously giving form to and exacerbating
their insecurity, that is, by creating specific objects of fear. A 6-year PhD student
emphasizes the high relevance of rankings and evaluations:

I think rankings matter a lot for the professors and then they kind of take that out on us. [. . .]
There is a lot of pressure from professors to perform at a high level. Have you heard about the
graduate evaluations? [. . .] So, every year, every single graduate student is evaluated by the fac-
ulty, and they have a formal evaluation process. The first round is to turn in a sheet with all the
professors you’ve been in contact with the past two years. And you have to list all the different
types of contact that you’ve had with those professors. Then they contact all of the faculty and
they say “here is a list of all the students who have claimed to have contact with you: rank the
students” [. . .] and then they rank the students. There’s always that sense of pressure, and so
they have formal criteria by which they assess you, and they assess your performance, and they
create those criteria based on their goals and the way they want to be as a university. It’s like
“oh, you need to start publishing!” and “why aren’t you working with anybody?”

Statements like these indicate how the process of metrification, intensified com-
petition at the university level, and rising material inequalities are translated into
PhD students’ lives and emotions. In their lifeworlds, a highly stressful atmosphere
emerges, since the universally tense funding situation and the “goals” of the univer-
sity are converted into a specific graduate ranking, to which end the PhD students’
performance is constantly “assessed” to ensure their own continued funding. These
resulting formal evaluations and performance expectations are directly linked to the
continuation of the students’ contracts and their relative reputation within the
department. The prevailing culture of comparison can cause high levels of insecurity:
The intensely competitive atmosphere is not only described as evoking an omnipre-
sent “sense of pressure,” but also—as another respondent reports—induces a “scary
climate” that causes extreme insecurities among the PhD students we interviewed.
This intimidating atmosphere is not limited to each of the cohorts internally, but also
seems to create envy and even “hate” between the cohorts. One of the younger PhD
candidates reports that the “Fifth year and beyond hated us, the first years, they told
us we were taking all their money,” which very likely keeps them from forming a
sense of belonging. Statements like the one above imply that internal graduate rank-
ings and the attendant constant comparisons within and between the cohorts can be
translated into subjective fears. The interview excerpts represent the accounts of stu-
dents for whom the significant role of rankings and intensified competition translates
into two closely related fears: The fear of being evaluated (i.e., judged) and the fear
of social comparison.
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Importantly, these phenomena are certainly not restricted to the formal dimen-
sion of academic life. In addition to fears of not being able to fulfill formal criteria,
PhD students report fears regarding informal situations: In this context of an overall
stressful competitive atmosphere, students are expected to engage in typical leisure
activities, which can, in fact, become a further source of the insecurities discussed so
far. A PhD student describes that he experiences casual settings like seminars or
afterwork drinks as highly “stressful spaces” in which one “needs to be laid back, yet
ready to engage in deep, meaningful conversations using professional prose.” Such
formal expectations in the realm of the informal, however, are experienced as poten-
tial stressors and as an additional challenge to measure oneself against others. There
is widespread fear even of insufficient informal performance, and out of fear of
shame, some PhD students report avoiding situations in which they might inade-
quately exhibit social ease, in order to prevent themselves from experiencing social—
and thus academic—humiliation.

Such widespread practices of avoidance of informal situations may generate a
systematic disadvantage: Anxiety-rooted avoidances and practices indicating insecu-
rity are likely to be noticed, and they can become part of how professors assess their
students’ overall fit to the department and their ability to navigate the perils associ-
ated with academia. One student is well aware that their lack of socializing and visi-
bility might be evaluated negatively, and can feed back in the university’s indicator-
based world by becoming formalized and eventually metrified. Professors, being
forced to (annually) decide on their students’ further employment, will take into
account the whole academic performance of their students, including both formal
and informal aspects. Thus, as another student reports, informal aspects of their per-
formance can materialize in the “funding evaluations for grad students,” turning pri-
vate aspects into official ones and contributing to the doctoral candidates’ academic
career chances. However, this is not at all an official inadequacy of the professors:
They perceive their students’ behavior and reactions, and—with the best of inten-
tions—may worry about those who insufficiently fit the academic job market, who
are not productive enough, and may even be exhibiting highly insecure behavior.
The students’ fears can give rise to professors’ worries, and professors are then very
likely to show a well-meaning concern for these students: by telling some of them
that they need to change their academic demeanor (how to “speak, act, and dress”)
—or even by not extending the contracts of others “for their own good.” Students,
in contrast, who do not have or demonstrate problems, who “work” in both formal
and informal situations, are safe candidates in the eyes of their professors. From the
perspective of the administration, such students become less risky investments based
on the professors’ assessments. Subjective conditions—that is, the PhD students’
emotions and practices of fear—become objects of risk calculation and are thus
objectified and, ultimately, quantified. This makes the students’ emotional expres-
sions part of the differentiation between “excellent” and “mediocre,” which are then
translated back into purportedly neutral numbers or measures.

Overall, when taken together, the accounts from the different hierarchy levels of
the middle-positioned universities reveal a systematic relation between fear and the
intra-institutional power structure. Fear seems to be operative in the form of intra-
institutional mechanisms for midranking universities. Due to their specific position,
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metrification particularly manifests in these administrations’ lifeworlds, namely as
risk perceptions, which are communicated to professors and thereby transformed
into professors’ concerns (about fulfilling output numbers)—concerns which are, in
turn, translated into the PhD students’ fears. Conversely, the students’ fears—mani-
festing in their (insecure) habitus—are perceived by their professors as potential
weaknesses, concerned as they are about their candidates not assimilating to the aca-
demic world; eventually, these perceptions become part of administrations’ risk cal-
culus regarding their goals of advancement (compare Fig. 1).

This translation of structural forces to personal fears and the re-translation of
these fears to the realm of risk-oriented practices is part of the overall (re)production
and legitimation of success and failure. From a more abstract perspective, in these
middle-positioned universities, the mechanisms involved seem to essentially rest
upon a process of the subjectification of objective conditions and an emotionalization
of market conditions (top down). The intensely competitive market conditions per-
ceived by administrations seem to impact the PhD student level, where the conse-
quences of these market conditions are experienced and evaluated as subjective
fears. Fear, though, is often understood as a merely “personal” trait or deficiency
and, in the eyes of colleagues and superiors, practices which indicate fear can appear
to be the respective subject’s “natural deficiencies.” Insofar as the students and those
who evaluate them, both formally and informally, agree that failure (in whichever
form) is a mere result of personal deficiencies, rather than structural and cultural
conditions, and ultimately to the extent to which concrete decisions are made based
upon these beliefs, the internal differentiation between PhD students is legitimized
and reinforced by fear relations. It is as a result of these processes that some of the
in-between PhD students experience emotional distress within their department. The
subjectification is accompanied by a complementary re-translation, namely, the ob-
jectification of these subjective conditions: In as far as the scientists’ emotional traits
become symbolic and economic goods within a common market of emotional
strengths and weaknesses, one may also speak of a marketization of emotional
conditions.

Fig. 1. Intra-institutional mechanisms.
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The Top Position: Elite Scholars

Increasing competition as an aspect of academic capitalism is also addressed by
scholars positioned at the top of the hierarchy. Yet, whereas at in-betweener institu-
tions PhDs recurrently express feelings of uncertainty and fears, professors harbor
specific concerns, and the administration perceives risks, this is different for the elite.
The interviews we analyzed include barely any narratives that demonstrate actively
expressed risk perceptions on the part of the elite administration. Although the
administration is reported by one respondent as being “all after [patents] like
wolves,” they usually seem to refrain from communicating mandatory strategies to
their staff, and avoid intervening in faculty affairs. This fits into a general culture at
elite universities of being willing to take risks, which also manifests in the administra-
tion’s behavior in passively motivating professors to attract additional money: In
this culture, risk receives a different, positive connotation. It is not that risk is simply
not avoided, but that risk is, in a way, willingly sought out; the sense here is of
“risky” research, which means research projects that are cutting-edge, innovative,
and thus at risk of failure.

Nonetheless, professors at top universities are also affected by the increasing
competition, albeit they are less affected by the administration’s risk calculations,
and their concerns are of a different nature. As one scholar reports—who does not
want “the stress” of applying for patents that is associated with conforming to the
administration’s ideas—the elite professors feel a relative freedom from their univer-
sities’ wishes, rendering the administration a relatively unthreatening actor. Con-
cerns and worries are mentioned, such as about whether future budgetary cuts “will
affect the kind of long-term health of the department” and whether the department
will still be providing its graduate students with the optimal training they need to
continue to succeed on the academic job market. In these professors’ view, this is
important so that they can continue positioning their academic successors within the
field. In contrast to in-betweeners, however, the “pressures” of metrification (such as
by rankings), and the professors’ worries are not passed on to the PhD candidates—
instead, these pressures are reflected as the department’s responsibility to improve,
and therefore concerns regarding, for instance, the health of their students are actu-
ally converted into proactive ambitions to protect them.

Just like in the previous case, the professors develop certain strategies to cope
with the high levels of competition in contemporary academia. In contrast to the
middle-positioned universities, however, these professors are not in favor of adapt-
ing to “what is popular” when it comes to their research. Instead, they aim to set the
trends, and report having “ideas and things that [they] think are cool.” According to
one professor, it is “other people” who have to “tailor their research in order to be
successful.” In addition, the professors’ accounts indicate a particular significance
attached to novelty or innovation at elite departments. Whereas the in-betweeners
tend to avoid excessively innovative research, for top universities we see a picture
being drawn of a culture that embraces the risk of engaging in new topics or using
new methods as “the most fun part,” as one researcher puts it. He goes on, stating:
“It’s the creative side of thinking of new ideas that no one else has done before,
that’s the exciting thing.” The major concern which is addressed by the elite group is
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in line with this rather positive perception, namely the fear of being perceived as
being not innovative enough and to seeming old-fashioned, i.e., adhering too closely
to “normal” science.

Similarly, the interviewees from elite universities articulate a positive perception
of the competition in the academic field. This, for instance, becomes apparent in one
professor’s reported understanding of grant writing as an “art”; he frames it as a learn-
ing experience rather than displaying stress or anxiety narratives when talking about
applications for third-party funding. Other interviews from elite institutions’ members
reveal a tendency to aestheticize and naturalize stress and to frame it as a “normal”
and “productive” element of their occupation. Overall, these statements indicate that
decreasing autonomy and the transformed hierarchy of research paradigms are not
(yet) ingrained in their everyday lives to the same extent as it is for in-betweeners.

The PhDs’ interviews reveal relatively positive attitudes in the upper echelon of
the field, with fear rarely mentioned or even implied when it comes to their academic
futures. When asked about his perspectives within the academic field, one PhD stu-
dent describes the prospects of becoming a professor as “pretty bad” while seeing
himself, however, in a very good position; he explains that he has “better chances
than most other people.” Moreover, he feels like he has been

groomed for this sort of R1 research-intensive tenure track, but it is the question, whether I
want to take it or not. I feel like the department was sort of parading me around last year
because I got this prestigious national fellowship. So that says like “oh, I am ready to be a seri-
ous scholar” and my professors are taking me a little more serious, that sort of feeds in to the
process of becoming like them. So I think I actually have a pretty good chance.

This account illustrates the young scholar’s perception of the field as competi-
tive—however, he also acknowledges his position within its structure. His privileged
position and the support of faculty, it seems, prevent him from developing existential
fears, as he has a variety of options. This positive stance is partly the result of the
objective conditions in elite departments. For example, we also find narratives at
elite departments describing “some pressure to finish faster.” However, the situation
and how it is framed differs considerably from what we learned from the in-
betweeners. While they report very high levels of pressure to finish their PhDs in a
shorter period of time, and feel constantly observed and controlled, the elite PhD
students’ interviews indicate a rather relaxed attitude. A PhD candidate from one of
the elite departments we analyzed reports that the department has a tradition and is
in a position to allow their PhD students to take more time to graduate. Although
there are attempts by the administration “to get people in all departments to finish
on time,” especially experienced faculty “are sort of more relaxed about it.” Hence,
the situation for the elite is different when compared to the in-betweeners: Their priv-
ileged position within the university hierarchy still allows them to express a “taking-
longer mentality,” which results in barely any pressure or stress, let alone widespread
fear for PhD students.

Notably, these objective conditions are accompanied by a culture that differs
from the previous case. Not competing for scarce funding or for positive evaluations
of one’s identity—in contrast to in-betweeners—elite students are in a position to
develop a strong sense of belonging and to enjoy a generally collegial atmosphere.
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This might be one reason why metrification, changing academic culture, and increas-
ing material inequalities threaten the elite to a much lesser extent, which corresponds
to the scarce occurrences of expressions of fear in interviews conducted in the upper
echelon of the field.

Just like the midranking group, elite students are aware of their professors’ atten-
tion. But these students unanimously frame their relationships to their supervisors in
positive terms. They report close bonds and being strongly supported, rather than
being controlled and observed. This resulting strong sense of belonging, among both
colleagues and supervisors, reduces the risk of experiencing fear (Jones-White
et al. 2021). In summary, the elite students’ situation is, to a large extent, characterized
by secure funding, high bargaining power, a certain self-confidence, and a pleasant
working atmosphere, which shields them from developing all-too existential fears.

Against this background, the fear-related translation mechanism described for
the in-betweener institutions does not materialize in the elite university members’
accounts, which indicates several aspects: In comparison with the in-betweeners, elite
faculty members seem to be quite autonomous, due to their strong structural posi-
tion and role in the overall scientific field. The administration has limited power over
professors and graduate students, as they might—with their considerable bargaining
power—simply apply to work for other prestigious institutions. Consequently, being
aware of these potential losses, the administration avoids actively “handing down”
their risk-logics and expectations to faculty and intervening in faculty affairs. Fur-
thermore, in contrast to in-betweener universities, the pressures of academic capital-
ism and the professors’ worries are not translated to the PhD candidates; instead,
these are reflected as the department’s responsibility to improve, and can even engen-
der proactive behaviors to improve their situations and protect them, to a certain
degree, from the effects of intensifying competition. According to the professors’
accounts, PhD students are certainly not perceived as fearful prot�eg�es and potential
objects of control and concern, but usually as self-confident. Some PhDs even report
the feeling of being paraded around, as seen in the quote above. On top of that, the
students’ achievements and behavior are not translated into quantified indicators,
but qualitative components such as creativity; these are the characteristics that may
determine their university career.

Consequently, as the fierce competition of the scientific field, perceived as risk
by the administration, is not translated into professors’ concerns, and thus not into
students’ fears—and, as such, neither is their behavior critically observed and trans-
formed into quantified indicators, nor is their academic culture subject to compara-
ble change—the intra-institutional mechanism of fear cannot be reconstructed for
elite universities: The deteriorating effects of metrification are not transferred to the
level of students’ emotions, nor do their emotional performances seem to be subject
to marketization in the observations of professors and the university system.

The Bottom Position: The Dominated

Although increasing stratification, intensified competition, and metrification
are not absent at the dominated position of the institutional hierarchy—and even if
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they could be considered sources of fear—academic capitalism manifests in a quite
different way here. As the interview material evinces, it is the administrations from
dominated institutions who articulate their interests in moving up in rankings, much
as their colleagues from midranking universities do. One professor describes how the
administration organizes committees to develop “strategies for faculty hires,” where
“they [his administration] made this strategic plan to move up.” Another interviewee
reports on his administration’s desire to improve their institution’s position in rank-
ings: “[our university] has a big push to get people to get grants, and in fact, the
administration has been showing up at faculty meetings and basically saying “get
grants” at departments that traditionally had not done much.” Based on a semantics
of “chances” and “opportunities” rather than one of risks, administrations from the
lower echelon of the field attempt to interfere in what is usually the faculties’ busi-
ness, so as to initiate a change in organizational culture.

On the faculty level, this interest does not go unnoticed. One professor men-
tions, quite critically, how his university—as a new potential revenue stream
—“pushes patents now” in order to “improve in those rankings.” However, the pro-
fessors’ narratives indicate that this expectation is not translated into a particular
form of stress or emotional distress. Another professor states that “research that
brings in dollars” may be important, but he also makes clear that he does not actu-
ally experience the pressure to react accordingly. A colleague of his details: “We are
highly encouraged to, it kind of boils down to any kind of review, where we get
points for certain activities. I do it [apply for external funding], but I don’t have to.”

Another professor views third-party funding as something that is appreciated
by her faculty as “a good thing,” adding however that the quest for external
resources does not have the status of an obligation at all. An assistant professor,
when obtaining her PhD at an in-between department, felt “nervous about the
administration’s focus on rankings.” In contrast, she experiences her new, less presti-
gious university as a “comfortable place” without “pressure on any of us.” Rather
like the elite, professors from the dominated institutional position emphasize the
“collegial and relaxed atmosphere” at their departments, as one respondent formu-
lates it. Such statements suggest that academic capitalism has not transformed the
everyday academic culture in the same problematic way as described for those from
the middle position of the field. Instead, scientific culture is associated by intervie-
wees with a healthy work-life balance. One professor describes it like this:

At those other schools, at the top schools there is much more of a sacrifice of a work-life balance
that you have to undertake. [. . .] But my sense was that they were working constantly [. . .]. So
one thing that I like about teaching at a school like this one, [. . .] still a Research 1 school but
not with the kind of atmosphere that you might find at [the elite], is that I have my evenings rel-
atively free.

This statement not only indicates how important a positive work–life balance is
for him personally, but it also emphasizes the relevance of work–life balance as an
element of dominated departments’ atmosphere and culture. If anything, the profes-
sors here are not concerned that their students are not performing appropriately, but
they may worry that they will not have a good work–life balance.
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Even those graduate students we interviewed who do express a certain level of
pressure articulate relatively optimistic attitudes, that is, that they will “manage their
situation”—and while doing so, they do not frame their situation in the realm of
fears as the case for in-betweener students. Also, these students, again in contrast to
their counterparts from the other university types, explicitly emphasize the impor-
tance of personally having a positive work–life balance, and also express their appre-
ciation for the corresponding overall culture.

Much as we have encountered at the in-betweener institutions, some PhD stu-
dents do report feeling and perceiving an impact of their department’s problematic
financial situation rooted in increasing material inequalities. One student reports
that her department admitted a lot more PhD candidates to increase graduation
rates, which at the same time decreased the funding available for each individual
graduate student. However, concerning these seemingly identical sources of fear, we
find a clear difference to their counterparts from in-betweener universities. Again
and again, interviewees at less prestigious institutions explain that they feel little to
no competition among their cohorts and a strong sense of belonging among their
peers. This is particularly evident in the comparison made by one student: While he
depicts a highly relaxing atmosphere at his department, he reports extreme competi-
tion at a friend’s in-between institution, “where they wouldn’t tell each other what
projects they were working on.” In contrast, he emphasizes that “at least here among
the students it doesn’t seem very competitive at all.” All these narratives imply that,
even though we do find a more strained financial situation and decreasing funding
opportunities at graduate schools of non-elite institutions, rising material inequality
and intensified competition do not manifest, and are not translated into fears, within
dominated departments.

This limited relevance of competition for dominated universities is also reflected
in the PhDs’ descriptions of their scientific practices. In contrast to the in-
betweeners, these respondents’ accounts do not attest to orienting themselves to the
elite’s standards and contemporary, state of the art research topics or methods. One
of the scholars describes how topics with an applied orientation are “better funded
areas,” which is “part of the reason” he chose his specific research field. In his
answer, he goes on to highlight the importance of having a practical, real-world
impact, which is why he wants to work on “real” problems and conduct research that
“might end up being useful.” In fact, PhDs from dominated institutions tend to
repeatedly emphasize the importance of being connected to the “real world.” This
active interest in the extra-academic world not only corresponds to a certain aversion
or indifference regarding publishing or presenting their findings to the academic
community but also indicates a persistently stable degree of heteronomy over time.
This is because their focus on field-externally relevant research topics is not a new
phenomenon at institutions at the lower echelon of the field. This suggests that aca-
demic capitalism has not considerably affected their autonomy. In the same way,
they are also not affected by a transformation of the field’s paradigmatic structure,
since research paradigms do not play a significant role at these institutions.

Nevertheless, one specific concern can be identified in these accounts: of ending
up “caught up in our ivory tower,” conducting research that produces “knowledge
for the sake of knowing.” One of the PhD students explicitly articulates that she
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intends to avoid staying “in a place like this,” that is, in academia. She would prefer
a future position as professor at a non-Research 1 institution, where she could enjoy
a balance between teaching, academic service and publications, and personal life. As
she explains, she does not want to “spend all this time until I’m like forty, working
from the time I get up till the time I go to bed and neglect things like my family or
my, like, personal goals.” Likewise, another PhD student describes his concerns of
having “that sort of career where you are working until absolute exhaustion” as he
has “hobbies and a social life” and wants “to keep having those things,” to “put
research out” without driving “myself crazy trying.” In this logic of valuing free time
and avoiding emotional distress, for these PhDs, leisure situations spent together are
not a source of additional uncertainty in which the logic of scientific comparison and
scientific performance operates in the guise of informality. Thus, for these students,
the norms of the academic field are less relevant. Often, they seek fulfillment outside
of work or in fields that are not particularly prestigious and thus not very contested.
Graduates exhibit less fear (e.g., regarding receiving tenure in their future careers, as
the goals of their universities are less demanding) and they are thereby considerably
less likely to experience science-specific fears. Their narratives show that dominated
institution students have a high chance of developing a certain resiliency to the emo-
tional interpenetration created by academic capitalism and are less emotionally
affected by the academic field. This makes them less the object of emotional assess-
ment by professors and the administration. Not being fit for competition in the aca-
demic field is perceived by professors and other PhDs not as a personal weakness,
but rather attributed to the situation of a dominated institution, and framed posi-
tively as fitting in more with the real world (applied research and work–life balance).

This standard also attests to a high relative autonomy of the faculty, which is
similar to the one of the elite, albeit for different structural reasons. The professors’
accounts do show that they also face expectations from their administrations, yet
they pay less attention to them than their midranking counterparts. One professor
reports: “There are so many five-year plans and the like that are handed down from
the provost in an effort to move [this university] up [. . .]. It usually has some ridicu-
lous title like ‘striving for excellence.’” This quote exemplifies the way specific expec-
tations are “handed down” from the university’s administration, but equally that the
dominated faculty tends not to take them too seriously.

In contrast to in-betweeners, the institutional, cultural, and structural condi-
tions within dominated universities hinder a close entanglement of fear and stratifi-
cation: Professors are less under control by the administration (cp. Paradeise and
Thoenig 2013), whose expectations are often without consequences. Instead of
increasingly observing and controlling their students’ publishing behavior, the domi-
nated faculty seems not to classify this as relevant for themselves or their students.
Like for the elite, metrification is not, or only to a non-significant extent, passed on
from the professors to graduate students. In this way, their emotions are not subject
to marketization in the observations of professors and administration, and are not
retranslated into quantified indicators. Therefore, for the universities with domi-
nated positions in the field, we do not detect the intra-institutional mechanism of
fear.
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Inter-Institutional Mechanisms

So far, we have discussed different university types as defined by their respective
individual hierarchical positions. Yet, the interplay of the sciences’ social structura-
tion, and fear in its different manifestations, does not end at each university’s bor-
ders—it can equally be part of the relations between the different positions in the
academic field.

Take the example of the following personal encounter described by a PhD stu-
dent from the elite group: At one of the most prestigious sociology conferences, this
respondent himself from a highly ranked university, “happened to be sitting next to
some graduate students from some small university in Texas.” As soon as these PhD
students recognized the institution from the elite student’s nametag, they “quieted
down like ‘oh, you are from a different class than we are, we are not going to talk to
you.’” The elite PhD student emphasizes that “they got really quiet” although it was
not his intention to “shut them down,” and that his academic origin it is not his
“fault,” just as it is not theirs that their “university is ranked lower.” He adds that
“people do not really know what the [ranking] numbers are” but that they do have a
sense of them and their own places in this hierarchy. He underlines his own aware-
ness of the hierarchy and its effects, a hierarchy he strongly objects to but equally
“clearly benefits [from], in ways that [he] can’t even imagine.” From the other side of
the ranking spectrum, another PhD candidate reports disliking conferences; she
specifically tries to avoid the most prestigious ones in her field, having heard from
peers who attend them that “people just look at your nametag, and if you’re not
from one of those schools, they don’t want to talk to you. [. . .] So, I don’t like confer-
ences that much.” This situation describes how scholars from differently classified
institutions have a sense of the positions they occupy in the field’s hierarchy, and
how these positions make them not only perceive and judge seemingly objective aca-
demic situations differently: This conference example of two encountering scientists,
where in fact two habitus meet, shaped in part by their respective organizations, also
illustrates how growing stratification and metrification take effect on the level of
“mere” institutional classification, even if one is not entering any form of personal
dialogue. In addition, we observe that fears are also very likely to be transmitted via
hearsay, being passed on from a colleague’s immediate experience.

Viewed from the outside, the two scholars find themselves in the same situation,
one in which ideally the better argument (Merton 1942) is at stake. However, the sit-
uation is objectively hierarchized by their respective subjective sensations—relaxed-
ness on the one side and tenseness on the other. The inter-institutional role of fear
comes to the fore in the context of immediate face-to-face encounters: Fear is
expressed as a relation in the direct encounter between actors from universities of dif-
ferent stature. The PhDs from less reputed institutions often report forgoing attend-
ing prestigious academic conferences, a practice that saves them from (identity)
threatening situations in which their status as representatives of a marginal institu-
tion might become tangible. In contrast to the dominated PhDs’ fear-rooted prac-
tices of academic self-exclusion, elite students and professors do not avoid formal
and informal academic situations. They are repeatedly portrayed by in-betweeners
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and scholars from less reputed institutions as “big egos” with a habitus that
embraces, perhaps even relishes confrontations while exhibiting casualness.

Nevertheless, face-to-face encounters are merely indicative for the broader
structural interrelations between the representatives from different institutions.
Beyond these more immediate relations, the interview material also indicates more
mediated relations of power and fear between representatives from the different uni-
versity types. For example, scholars from the various kinds of university exhibit dif-
ferent affective relations to the academic (job) market. For some, again, avoidance
practices are visible in our material: The PhDs from dominated institutions evaluate
and experience elite positions as unattainable so that they “wouldn’t even apply” to
elite institutions in order to avoid hurtful experiences. For respondents from elite
universities, in contrast, applying for an elite institution is an entirely natural thing
to do. Their accounts support our interpretation that academic capitalism has not
dramatically changed the degree of competition at the extreme positions of the aca-
demic hierarchy: While the elite has always been subjected to intense competition
which is engrained in their scholars’ habitus, the dominated are in a structurally
induced position to refrain from severe forms of competition. Similarly, different
stances may also exist toward applications for academic prizes and other selective
committees in the field. The difference between either actively embracing or skepti-
cally dismissing career opportunities can contribute to the further consolidation of
the field’s hierarchy. Furthermore, our observations in the intra-group context of in-
between universities can be said to be effective between the universities as well: If an
actor is too reluctant to apply for a position, it is perceived as their personal decision,
and perhaps the result of an intrinsic trait, rather than it being ascribed to the struc-
ture of the field. Different practices of networking with important figures is another
example that is related, in a more mediated way, to the different positions in the field
and their corresponding absence and presence of fears. In contrast to the rather hesi-
tant behavior and evasive practices of actors from non-elite institutions, representa-
tives from elite scholars are usually not too shy, or even anxious, to reach out to the
most prominent scholars within their fields. Again, the different affective stances
toward establishing important networks can have far-reaching consequences for
young scholars’ academic futures. But even more generally, the ways scholars from
different institutions approach the scientific community can also mediate between the
different positions and the corresponding affective states. While scholars from
midranking universities sometimes fear that their work is not “relevant” or “good
enough” to share it with their peers, elite scholars often use numerous channels (such
as email lists or social media) to informally distribute their most recent findings and
to put them up for discussion within the scientific community.

An example of more immediate relations is how the different selection of
research topics can establish and reproduce structural relations between the represen-
tatives of the different field positions. As respondents from in-betweener universities
report, they often feel pushed to orient themselves toward the current state of the
art. Yet, according to the strategies of their concerned administrations, which can
only identify actual innovations with a time lag, innovative research is effectively
defined via currently visible publications. At the same time, however, researchers
(and their administrations) from in-betweener universities are rather reluctant to
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engage in actual innovation, and, by aiming today for what was innovative yester-
day, they unintendedly produce “normal science.” Contrary to this implicit fear of
innovation, elite scholars, concerned as they are about appearing mundane, tend to
shy away from the mere reproduction of ostensibly normal science. Here, the middle
position seems to serve as a reference for the elite, whose members strive for
“cutting-edge research” and in doing so distinguish themselves in particular from a
scientific “middle class” rather than from completely marginalized positions. Con-
ducting research at an elite university can even mean deliberately pursuing inherently
“insecure” research, which can lead to scientific outcomes that are then seen as inno-
vative in the field.

In summary, such practices—ranging from more immediate to far-reaching,
mediate ones—are anything but independent from fears, which are created, shaped,
and impeded in numerous ways by the relational structure that prevails between the
universities and their actors. Thus, apart from and in addition to phenomena within
the respective universities, various inter-institutional phenomena—that is, in this
case, mechanisms of fear induction and fear prevention—between different positions
in the field can be observed and, in doing so, we can apprehend the field’s structural
relations as academic “fear relations.” In a number of manifest and latent ways, it
seems to us that, in light of our analyses, fear relations can contribute to the repro-
duction and transformation of academic and scientific hierarchies.

CONCLUSION: SYMBOLIC DOMINATION AND FEAR IN ACADEMIA

Within academia, but even more often outside it, science has traditionally been
conceived of as a highly rational endeavor. However, the social logic of scientific
practice—and even more so considering recent transformations of the academic field
—harbors numerous gateways for emotions and affects. In this article, we built on
knowledge from the sociology of science and from higher education research, mobi-
lizing the sociology of fear in the context of field theory to establish the constitutive
role this emotion and affect plays in the structuration of the contemporary (US) aca-
demic field.

While research to date has developed differentiated account of emotions in
science (Bloch 2012; Chubb et al. 2017; Naidoo 2018), fears have not been examined
in the same differentiated way. Based on our empirical material, we develop an
empirically grounded theoretical perspective on the role of fear in US academia in
times of academic capitalism. Overall, our findings indicate that the presence or
absence of fear, as well as the form it takes, can contribute to the structuration of the
modern academic self, its social practices, and ultimately the structure of the aca-
demic field. We established two sets of mechanisms—intra- and inter-institutional
ones—to illustrate how fear as a purportedly individual trait is involved in the
(re)production of the field’s structural hierarchy. The first type of mechanisms, intra-
institutional mechanisms, describes the systematic relation between power structures
and fears within universities. For universities in the middle of the field’s hierarchy
(in-betweener institutions), those that are affected by academic capitalism the most,
we identify a mechanism of fear-related translation and retranslation. We find an
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effective translation of structural forces into perceived risks, concerns, and fears—
from a university’s administration, to professors, to PhD students. Also, reflecting
the specific situation of these midranking institutions, this affective chain of subjecti-
fication is accompanied by a retranslation of fears, leading to an objectification of
the PhD students’ emotions up to the administrational level. At the other two univer-
sity types, these translation chains do not prevail. In case of elite universities, their
relatively strong autonomy inhibits the transmission and translation of those risks
perceived by the administration to professors’ concerns, and consequently their con-
cerns to their students’ fears, just as it can prevent the retranslation of students’ fear
all the way back up the organizational hierarchy. This is not least the case because of
the top students’ elite habitus, which corresponds to the nomos of the academic field.
Within universities of the lower echelon of the field, it is their heteronomous position
—which implies a weak appropriation by the forces of the academic field, resulting
in a weaker manifestation of the libidinal object-cathexis—that hinders the transla-
tion and retranslation of fears through the ranks of the university.

Beyond the processes we reconstructed within universities, we also identify phe-
nomena that differ between the different university types and that overall reveal a
plurality of inter-institutional mechanisms. Perhaps more than before, in the overar-
ching context of academic capitalism, we find a differential distribution of risks, con-
cerns, and fears in contemporary science (e.g., compare Chubb et al. 2017 for the
UK and Australia); as such, an actor’s position in the organizational hierarchy and
in the organizational field essentially influences whether their own situation is more
likely to be perceived as fear, ethical concern, or rational risk. In manifold ways, fear
can stem from scholars’ and institutions’ positions in the field’s hierarchy, just as it
can contribute to inequality relations between universities and their representatives:
from more immediate situations of personal encounter, which are experienced differ-
ently by the different scholars, to constellations that are highly mediated, such as the
different scholars’ different relations to networking strategies, research topics, or the
academic audience.

We adopted habitus-field theory, which enabled us to look in detail at the rela-
tion between power structures and emotional structures and thus to reconstruct how
both mutually influence each other. In doing so, this perspective sheds light on the
symbolic economy of the scientific field, revealing how academic categories (such as
categories of excellence) are closely entangled with emotional categories, and how
scholars’ fears become part of relations of symbolic domination. Fear, its legitimate
expression, and its ascription vary to a certain extent by the position occupied in the
field’s hierarchical structure. The concept of symbolic domination sheds light on the
ways in which some scholars’ perceptual categories and feelings are subtly, yet pow-
erfully influenced, and how the underlying power relations are simultaneously natu-
ralized and subjectivized. Taken together, fear in its different forms can contribute
to science’s intra- and inter-institutional structuration, as it reinforces and legit-
imizes the hierarchies (see also Weinstein et al. 2019:83) within and between human
actors (scholars) and institutional actors (universities).

However, these relationships have undergone a drastic intensification in the
course of the developments of academic capitalism: The decreased autonomy of the
sciences implies increased access to and leverage over scientists, right down to their
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emotions, which, however, is realized to different extents at different positions of the
field. An important element of this increased influence is metrification, which serves
as a legitimate reference for objective evaluation, thereby not only causing percep-
tions of risk, concerns, and fears, but also evaluating such affects, which become thus
part of the metrification process itself. The already fierce level of competition among
scholars is considerably intensified by the increased visibility of other scientists
within the unified metric reference system, which begins in the first stages of their
academic careers (Nature 2019), making it difficult for many to escape the evaluation
imperatives of the field and thus to shield their innermost identity. This culture of
“competitive accountability” even transcends Gewin’s (2021:490) critique that schol-
ars’ need to “objectively” conform to “narrow” concepts of excellence. Our contri-
bution attests to the role of the informal aspects of this connection, that is, to the
fearful dimension of excellence. As part of this culture, subjected to the imperatives
of everyday scientific life, those scholars who cannot conform to these “excellent”
standards blame themselves instead of blaming the system. In doing so, they funda-
mentally contribute to the legitimization of the current state of science. To counter-
act this, administrators, who often may also suffer from the effects of academic
capitalism, should proactively use their power to change these structures. For exam-
ple, in an effort to mitigate the negative effects of evaluations, there have been
departmental programs implemented (for instance) in the UK which have been
shown to create a positive atmosphere for scientists and contribute to their well-
being (Weinstein et al. 2021:155), with the concomitant potential to positively influ-
ence their emotions.

Fear is often understood as a distinctly anti-rational emotion on the individual
level; as it turns out, however, it is not all contradictory to the overall processes of
rationalization inherent to academic capitalism. On the contrary—the rationalizing
pressure of academic capitalism and the emergence of fearful dispositions can be seen,
to a considerable extent, to be co-constitutive. Our findings give rise to concerns in a
number of ways. First, some scholars might not decide to stay in academia, and
“choose” less stressful career paths (as numbers of those who continue an academic
career are already decreasing: 49% in 2000, 40% in 2020; compare NSF 2020). This
might be the case, in particular, for those who already enter the scientific field from a
marginalized position, for example, because of their race, gender, class, and/or disabil-
ity (cp. Brown and Leigh 2018). For instance, less than one-third of all PhDs is
awarded to first-generation students and only a minority of them become faculty mem-
bers (Lee 2017:202; NSF 2020). In light of our findings, future research should examine
the role of social origin—that is, the ways in which certain fears (or their absence) are
already extant as dispositions or predispositions; and whether academic capitalism will
increase the high selectivity of social origin and how this is connected to habitus. Simi-
larly, the role of gendered (academic) socialization should be taken up by future stud-
ies, as this can be expected to take effect in a scholar’s habitus and thus in their
predisposition for experiencing fears (M€unch 2016:24).

Second, to the extent that specific groups of scholars preclude themselves from the
academic field, and when those who do choose an academic career deliberately avoid
innovative research, science, in the long run, may struggle to maintain the dynamic,
vigorous production of knowledge (M€unch 2014:18). Thus, future research should first
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and foremost study the consequences of modern academic culture being structured by
fear relations: Are there consequences for research decisions, for example, publication
strategies and choices of method? Does the culture of academic capitalism scare off
potential young scientists? In addition, for those who stay in the scientific field, how
does fear in its different manifestations affect scholars’ mental and physical health?
Even though fear is doubtless a powerful emotion, it is certainly not the only one that
can be relevant for the transformation and perpetuation of academic hierarchies. Thus,
future research should also study how other emotions, such as envy, are involved in the
objective production and transformation of contemporary science.

In our current analysis, we focused on general developments in the scientific
field and found, for the most part, remarkably similar patterns regardless of the
specific discipline. However, in our analysis of the material, we also came across dif-
ferences between the different disciplines. For instance, while some parts of the soci-
ological elite see obtaining external money as “getting your hands dirty,” as it is
associated with applied research, and thus seems to be triggered by the fear of being
perceived as non-elite, chemists from all types of institutions have no choice but to
continually apply for third-party funds, constantly in fear that they might not be able
to sustain their research groups long term. Another example for disciplinary differ-
ences is the work–life balance narrative: While we found explicit statements on the
importance of a positive work–life balance in the case of dominated sociologists,
these were absent, at least in manifest form, in our interviews with chemists, which
indicates that a notably different work ethos is customary in the field of chemistry.
Further research should go into more detail concerning such differences between
academic disciplines and analyze how fears are involved in the structuration of the
different scientific fields, and in the (re)production of the hierarchical order between
the disciplines. Finally, but equally importantly, in doing so, the issue of different
national scientific fields and their interrelation should be investigated.

The issue of legitimacy that came to the fore in our analyses motivates another
core aspect for further research: Whereas qualitative interviews allowed us to iden-
tify how fear and hierarchical structure interact in the academic field, further
research should also extend the legitimacy aspect to the realm of reflexive methodol-
ogy. For example, one may well expect certain forms of fear to exist in privileged
positions too, but that respondents from such institutions are unlikely to actually
verbalize them. To tackle this issue, in-depth interviews and group interviews might
be helpful in identifying more latent and less explicit fears. Perhaps counterintu-
itively, and yet fundamentally, the reflexive endeavor of examining the non-rational
elements of science—which starts with scientists themselves admitting to being
equally as affected by emotions as by the idea of scientific rationality—is a crucial
step toward the possibility of scientific rationality, not least in a time of exogenous
rationalization that often enough manifests in de-rationalization.
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